My Thoughts and Actions
The enormous amount of work and the heavy responsibility which devolved upon me made it imperative for me to surround myself with independent, upright men, on whom I could call to express their opinions freely and frankly. They certainly did so—very emphatically too, on occasions. Our co-operation was based on mutual confidence, and my colleagues ever stood faithfully and firmly by me. They were my active and devoted assistants, imbued with the highest sense of duty. The final decision, of course, rested with me, for responsibility permitted of no hesitation. War demanded rapid action. But decision did not mean despotism, and when I did disagree with the proposals of my assistants I never hurt their feelings. In such cases, and when divergent views had to be reconciled, I endeavoured, without being vague, to recognize the grounds for differences of opinion. The fame and great reputations of my associates have always been a matter of sincere satisfaction to me. I always was, and am still, of the opinion that this war was so tremendous and made such great demands that one man alone could not possibly cope with it. It gave plenty of opportunity for brilliant work.
My chief assistant in the East was Lieut.-Colonel, now Major-General, Hoffmann, an intellectual and progressive officer. My opinion of him as a soldier is best shown by the fact that I suggested him as my successor when I was appointed to General Headquarters at the end of August, 1916. In that position he justified his selection as brilliantly as he had when acting as my senior staff officer.
At General Headquarters I chose Lieut.-Colonel Wetzell to supervise operations. I had met him previously and knew his value. He was familiar with the Western Front, where he had distinguished himself as senior Staff Officer and Chief of Staff of the Third Corps and had done particularly well at Verdun. He has a splendid soldierly spirit and a strong and faithful character. With his enterprising and fertile mind, and the care he put into his work, he proved an excellent and valued assistant. In September, 1918, I found it necessary to redis ;ribute the Staff in order to allow myself a little more leisure;
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